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MEETING MISTAKE 1: HOLDING A TOUCH BASE MEETING EVERY WEEK.
  

Meeting Masters know that you should only hold a meeting when it’s necessary, not just because it’s Monday. Cancel extraneous meetings
and see how much your team loves you – and how much more productive the meetings you do hold become.

  MEETING MISTAKE 2: INVITING EVERYONE WHO’S INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT.
  

Meeting Masters know that you should invite the minimum number of participants possible so you can really dig in and accomplish what
you need to – and not waste anyone’s time. Sure, there are those who feel they should be in every meeting; in those cases, explain that
you are keeping the meetings lean and promise to include them on post-meeting recaps of outcomes. I really liked the tips in this article
from Harv
ard Business Review
on how to find the ideal number of people to include in a meeting.

  MEETING MISTAKE 3: SETTING AN AGENDA THAT’S TOO LENGTHY.
  

Meeting Masters know that every meeting does not have to last an hour. Based on the feedback I received on a recent post , it seems the
San Francisco 49ers’ new strategy of having shorter meetings really resonated with my readers. Focusing on a few concrete must-dos will
keep your meetings on point and only as long (or short) as they need to be.

  MEETING MISTAKE 4: WAITING UNTIL EVERYONE IS THERE BEFORE STARTING THE MEETING.
  

Meeting Masters know that if you start on time, people will show up on time. If someone is late, catch them up after the meeting — don’t
waste everyone else’s time with a recap. And, if you absolutely have to start the meeting late due to a key decision maker’s tardiness, be
sure to thank your timely cadre and give them an approximate start time so they can use the time productively — checking email,
returning a text or grabbing a coffee.

  MEETING MISTAKE 5: IGNORING SMARTPHONE USAGE.
  

Meeting Masters know that they are in control of the meeting. When you see eyes and fingers wandering, you can either choose to take a
quick break to let everyone check their phones (another tip from the 49ers’ new playbook) or set a rule that smartphones aren’t allowed
during meetings. I’ve been to lunches where everyone stacks their smartphone in the center of the table and the first person to sneak a
peek pays the tab. If you’re not the one running the meeting and can’t control other people’s phone usage, then do control your own.
Meeting leaders notice who is paying attention and whose attention is wandering; always be the person who is fully present.

  MEETING MISTAKE 6: ADDING AGENDA ITEMS AS THEY COME UP.
  

Meeting Masters know that a clear agenda sent before the meeting will ensure that everyone has the information they need and knows
what their role will be. Include timing on your agenda so people know what proportion of the meeting will be devoted to which task, and
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then stick to it. If a topic is inciting more conversation than expected, table it to revisit in a follow-up email.

  MEETING MISTAKE 7: ENDING WITHOUT CLEAR TO DOS.
  

Meeting Masters know that every meeting should end not only with “next steps,” but a concrete plan for how those steps will be
accomplished – and who is responsible. Make sure whomever is taking notes creates an action plan with owner and dates assigned.

  

Now it’s your turn: What drives you nuts about meetings? How do you make meetings better?

  

Lindsey Pollak helps the world’s top organizations understand the millennial generation and thrive in today’s multigenerational
workplace. A New York Times bestselling author, Lindsey began her career as a dorm RA in college and has been
mentoring millennials — and explaining them to other generations — ever since. Her keynote speeches have audiences so engaged that, in
the words of one attendee, “I didn’t check my phone once!” Contact Lindsey  to learn how she can help
your organization understand and connect with millennials.
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